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Notes on the Works for the exhibition In Pursuit of the Ethical Pot  
Lindy Poh  !
The following notes are intended for reference (not publication) for the Istana project:   

The works developed for this exhibition probe the ‘ethical pot’ - a concept popularised by the Leach-Hamada canon in 
modern ceramics and defined in later years by curator Oliver Watson as a vessel that made with the right attitude and 
values also acquired moral and spiritual dimensions.  While western studio ceramics have elaborated on this, it is a 
concept that draws significantly from the Japanese belief in michi, or the Way – that is the philosophical, ethical core 
the animates and propel endeavours from seemingly mundane activities like drinking tea and arranging flowers to 
more apparently artistic efforts and to military (and violent) immersions.  !
For Iskandar, his ‘ethical pot’ is the physical embodiment of technical accomplishments in ‘clay culture’, the 
development of moral fibre and consciousness, a complex identity (“as a Malay Muslim in Singapore, familiar with 
Hindi, Sanskrit, Arabic and Japanese who has a Japanese foster family, loves Scandinavian design, watches P. 
Ramlee and Kurosawa, loves motor-biking and gardening.. ”), his personal spiritual growth, his family life, his love for 
nature and ‘pop culture’ and the layers of his lived experiences.  !
The pots in this suite of works bear these elements to varying degrees, disclosing the influences that have shaped the 
potter and the way he sees his pots.  A double-scholarship recipient, Iskandar had been granted two Colombo 
Scholarships, for textiles (in India) and ceramics (in Japan). The immersion in India led to him learn how to speak, 
write and read Hindi and Sanskrit together a foundation in fibre art; In Japan he acquired a fluency in Japanese that 
led to him contributing poetry to Japanese publications in early days.  !
The vessels in this exhibition pay tribute to sources he deems influential or significant over the years. Interestingly, he 
makes little distinction between high or popular culture – electing quite intentionally not to name or perceive his works 
only in the lofty contexts of fine or high art.  A number of pieces pay tribute to his long love for diverse forms of music, 
film and entertainment that extend to; others reveal his familiarity with literary texts and citations; still others disclose 
his observations during his travels. All vessels are informed and shaped by particular traditions of clay-making and 
firing.  !!!!!!!!!!!
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Some notes on Clusters 
In these works, Iskandar has deployed clay from multiple sources including local and regional clays (including from 
Jalan Bahar, Singapore; Segambut, Malaysia) and Japanese clay from Mashiko, Aichi, Tajimi and Tokoname.  In 
many, his signature gesture of adding found branches/roots/ stems that are gnarled and twisted add an organic, 
evocative quality, providing movement and interesting ruptures to the order of the vessel’s structure.    !
________________________________________________________________________ !
POTTERY CULTURES !
IJ consistently refers to ‘clay cultures’ and ‘pottery cultures’ in different countries, often elaborating on the 
particularities of their kilns, type of clays dominating, design structures and aesthetic /craft philosophies. Maharashtra, 
India and Tajimi, Japan were the cities IJ resided in for his Colombo Scholarships (in 1966 and 1972 successively).  !
The Scandinavian culture has exerted a significant influence on IJ’s works – he has attributed his iconic ‘Iskandar 
blue’ (that emerged in the 1990s) to the inspiration of Scandinavian skies and water during a trip. An excerpt from 
upcoming essay by IJ elaborates on the Fiskars of Finland:  !
“Then there are the pottery traditions of the Scandinavian region of Denmark, Norway and Sweden and the Nordic 
countries such as Finland. The Fiskars Village in Finland for instance has a unique pottery culture and structure that I 
have personally encountered in 2012 with my wife Saleha. The village is linked with the Fiskars Company as well as 
the Fiskars Co-operative of artists and designers that own brands such as the famous Arabia line of porcelain. The 
village is located about an hour from Helsinki and is a centre for Finnish design and hosts international exchanges, 
workshops and residencies. The Fiskars brand had its origins in the ironwork factory in the village but is now global 
and offers Finnish designers a platform to showcase their work….Fiskars craftsmen, including its potters, have always 
been very disciplined and they produce clean lines without the brashness of some modern potters. Their creations are 
architecturally sound, functionally well-thought through and in simple words, very neat and technically perfect in 
concept and approach. “  !

!
   

!!

!
Copenhagen

!  
Cylindrical Bowls with Handles 
Finland       !  

       Helsinki

     !  

Multi-coloured Teapot           
Tajimi, Gifu Prefecture, Japan

       !  
       Sunset in Morocco        !  

    Evergreen Teapot India Nasik, 
     Maharashtra, India
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LITERATURE  !
A number of works allude to literary ‘classics’ and popular rhymes and are so named for particular evocative or 
defining characteristics distilled from those sources.  !
In both Beauty & the Beast and Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde the tensions between polar opposites are emphasized, enacting 
the novels’ plot devices of binary oppositions.  In The Hunchback of Notre Dame, this triangular-base vessel with a 
twisted root/branch perched at an edge is evocative of the deformed hunchback Quasimodo scaling the bell tower of 
the Paris cathedral; and the clean, minimalist form of the Oliver Twist series suggests the austerity of Oliver’s famous 
begging bowl.   !

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

        !  
          Beauty & the Beast !
 

!
                

!  !
The 4 ‘Musketeers’

!

!  
The Hunchback of Notre-Dame !
After a French novel ‘The 
Hunchback of Notre-Dame’ by  
Victor Hugo 

!

!  
 Oliver Twist !

!

    !  
     Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde !
       After the novel ‘The Strange Case of   
        Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde’ by Scottish  
        author Robert Louis Stevenson 

!

     !  
       Little Jack Horner !
         After a popular English !
          Nursery Rhyme ‘Little Jack!
          Horner’!
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POPULAR CULTURE 
Iskandar had received some rudimentary music lessons from his father, learning the guitar as early as he was 6 years 
old as well as playing the notoriously difficult stringed instrument, the keroncong. His fascination was ultimately with pop 
music, evolving a diverse spectrum of tastes from Ricky Nelson and Doris Day, to the big-band sounds of Henry Mancini, 
to the Beatles & Rolling Stones as well as R&B and jazz. He was particularly fond of local and Malaysian bands and 
performers.  

IJ is also a film buff – a fan of P. Ramlee films as well as those by Kurosawa. A number of works disclose his 
appreciation of comedy, with vessels bearing a whimsical, playful quality. Bud Abbot/Lou Costello for instance juxtaposes 
two apparently conflicting elements - a robust body paired with a thin twig handle - paying homage to the chemistry of 
the comedic duo the portly/slim Abbot & Costello. 
  

         !  
        Comedian (A.R.T.)

!

     !  
      Jari-ku Sakit Semua  
       
       Aching Joints 
       After the song ‘Jari-ku Sakit   
      Semua’ by P. Ramlee and  

       Saloma

 !  
Tiga Abduls !
The Three Abduls  
After the 1964 Malaysian comedy film  
‘Tiga Abduls’ by P. Ramlee

  

!
Lagu dan Irama  !
 Lyrics & Rhythm  
 After the Malay song ‘Lagu dan  
 Irama’ composed by Awie and 
 performed by P. Ramlee

!

       !  
      Bud Abbot/Lou Costello !
      After the famous comedy duo of        
      the 20th Century

!

    !  
   Andai Di-kau Pergi !
   What will happen to me if you go?  
   After the Malay song ‘Andai Di-kau Pergi’  
   composed by Indigo and performed by  
   Saloma

!

     !  
     Pandang-lah, Lihat-lah !
    Look! Must see me! 
    After the Malay song    
   ‘Pandand-lah, Lihat-lah’   
   composed by P. Ramlee and  
   performed by Saloma !

    !  
   Hanchur Ber-derai 
    
   Broken Hearted  
   After the song ‘Cinta Hancur 
   Berderai' composed by Ahmad  
  Jais and performed by P. Ramlee.

  

   !  
  The Baby Elephant Walk !
  After the composition by American composer,  
   Henry Mancini.
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FORMS: Familiar Forms 
A number of forms have been inspired by objects like the vintage iron and tingkat food containers and other forms for 
water jars, vases and vessels.  

FORMS: Deformations 

A number of forms in this portfolio of works adopt imperfections and flaws, in IJ’s continued interest in the Japanese 
notion of wabi-sabi. Elaborating on wabi sabi as that which embraces transience and imperfections as an essential 
part of life and of beauty, these vessels explore deformations, fractures and irregularities. For Iskandar, such vessels 
should be cherished for (and not in spite of) their imperfections.  

!
!

!  
Mechanical Iron with wooden 
handle

!  
Tingkat ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’

!  
Sar-kar  !
Three Legged Container 

         

           !  
 Deformed 

!

!  
Fragmented Form B !

!

          !      
 Fragmented Form A

!

!  
Dented Bowl with Twig 

!

  !  
  Senget  !
  Malay: Tilted

      

      !  
         
 Paste Up Job
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FORMS: Military Imagery 

A fan of Akira Kurosawa’s films particularly those on samurai culture, IJ has an awareness of military imagery, 
incorporating more structured and robust features in the below works. 

 FORMS: Nature  

!

      !  

     Canons 

      After the poem ‘Canons’ by poet, 
      Alfred Tennyson 

!

!  !
  Cannons at Matsumoto Castle 
   Nagano Prefecture, Japan 

    !  !
   The Gate of Nagoya Castle 
   Japan

!

               !  
                   The Guard !

     !  !
     The Trojan Armour  
     Nagoya, Japan

!  
Pomegranate  
Kheam Hock Road, Singapore !  

Banyan Tree

!  
  Flying Foxes  
  Kg Cantek Baru, Singapore


